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In this new DVD, Tony Attwood goes into depth on three important issues; Anger management,

teaching teachers, and teenage issues. Readers of his book will be aware of his thoughtful and

down-to-earth approach and this DVD presents groundbreaking new approaches to significant

challenges.



how do you deal with a parent who has aspergers, how to deal with a parent with aspergers,

can a child with aspergers lead a normal life, how do you help a child with aspergers

The Complete Guide to Asperger's Syndrome, I Think I Might Be Autistic: A Guide to Autism

Spectrum Disorder Diagnosis and Self-Discovery for Adults, Adult Asperger's Syndrome: The

Essential Guide, Been There. Done That. Try This!: An Aspie's Guide to Life on Earth, But you

don't look autistic at all, CBT to Help Young People with Asperger's Syndrome (Autism

Spectrum Disorder) to Understand and Express Affection: A Manual for Professionals, Very

Late Diagnosis of Asperger Syndrome (Autism Spectrum Disorder): How Seeking a Diagnosis

in Adulthood Can Change Your Life, Women and Girls with Autism Spectrum Disorder:

Understanding Life Experiences from Early Childhood to Old Age, Pretending to be Normal:

Living with Asperger's Syndrome (Autism Spectrum Disorder) Expanded Edition, Nerdy, Shy,

and Socially Inappropriate: A User Guide to an Asperger Life, Positive Parenting for Autism:

Powerful Strategies to Help Your Child Overcome Challenges and Thrive, A Parent's Guide to

High-Functioning Autism Spectrum Disorder, Second Edition: How to Meet the Challenges and

Help Your Child Thrive, Uniquely Human: A Different Way of Seeing Autism, Social Skills

Games For Teens And Adults With Asperger´s Syndrome. 50 games and dynamics to work on

relationships, communication, trust, and other key social skills, The Autism Spectrum, Sexuality

and the Law: What every parent and professional needs to know, The Other Half of Asperger

Syndrome (Autism Spectrum Disorder): A Guide to Living in an Intimate Relationship with a

Partner who is on the Autism Spectrum Second Edition, Connecting With The Autism

Spectrum: How To Talk, How To Listen, And Why You Shouldn’t Call It High-Functioning, The

Asperkid's (Secret) Book of Social Rules: The Handbook of Not-So-Obvious Social Guidelines

for Tweens and Teens with Asperger Syndrome, The Journal of Best Practices: A Memoir of

Marriage, Asperger Syndrome, and One Man's Quest to Be a Better Husband, Love and

Asperger's: Practical Strategies To Help Couples Understand Each Other and Strengthen Their

Connection, Exploring Depression, and Beating the Blues: A CBT Self-Help Guide to

Understanding and Coping with Depression in Asperger's Syndrome [ASD-Level 1], Divergent

Mind: Thriving in a World That Wasn't Designed for You, NeuroTribes: The Legacy of Autism

and the Future of Neurodiversity

bvj54, “Excellent resource for parents and teachers. This video has three distinct sections,

each one hour long. The first hour is an overview of Asperger Syndrome; it's equivalent to a

summary of Attwood's first video. Necessarily, many of the details about how to teach emotion-

reading are missed. But if you can only spend one hour learning about AS, this first hour is the

best summary I've seen.My son is 13, so the second section of the video was of great interest:

Teenage Issues. Dr. Attwood has many specific, very helpful ideas to help the teen (and older)

Aspie --- making friends, finding employment, enjoying life.The third section is also excellent,

and focuses on Anger Management. Thankfully, the focus isn't so much on getting rid of the

anger, but helping the individual cope with the world better in the first place (in many situations,

the environment needs to be changed), and also cope with his/her feelings when they are very

strong.The price just dropped on this gem. I paid full price for it two weeks ago, and don't feel

cheated. School districts everywhere should buy this DVD as a resource for teachers who are

trying to help their Aspie students.”

Priapus, “A little dated, but a good intro for Asperger's beginners.. The research is a little dated,



though I'm sure the author has added more to the discussion since 1998, when the book was

written.I wouldn't recommend it for someone already familiar with the topic, or who has done

independent research. It is a good intro for people just beginning to learn about Asperger's,

which is now, as of DSM-V, is part of the Austism Spectrum Disorder.”

Sydbey, “Wonderful for learning about Aspergers. After discovering two of my friends have

been diagnosed with Aspergers, I decided to read up on it to better educate myself on the

subject. This books was a great help, and I think Attwood is a very capable Author who has

done his research. Speaking as a psychologist in training, this book has also given me insight

on how those with Asperger's may see the world differently than we do, and how to accept

that.  My friend has read a similar book by Attwood, that's next on my list.”

PPS, “The basic book on Asperger's. If you could own only one book on Asperger's this is the

book. While it is not perfect, it leaves out lots of information on research regarding aggression,

language, etc., it covers the basics extremely well while presenting the state of the research

honestly. All too many books on this currently hot topic seem to want to sensationalize the

issues surrounding Asperger's while Attwood presents his material in a very careful, caring,

and honest fashion. I have given several copies of this book to professional educators who had

been misinformed by reading other works on Asperger's and they have uniformly praised this

book for its clarity and utility.”

Moose MaGee, “BEST book out there for parents of kids with Aspergers. this is from Tony

Attwood, an Asperger's genius doctor from Australia. IF you are a parent of a kid with ASD,

Aspergers, this is likely the most helpful text you can ever read.”

Pam Thompson, “happy. and. I bought this to replace what I lost years ago, when my son was

first diagnosed with aspergers. Dr. Attwood has been spot on on our journey, and prepared our

family for what to expect throughout the years, and how to help him. He is now 16 yo, and is

thriving, using much of the advice given by Attwood. It helped us as parents to accept the child

we have for who he is, and to lean into his strengths. He has an equally quirky girlfriend, is

doing well in high school academically at a school where differences are more accepted than

your average school. He doesn't have a lot of friends, and still struggles socially, and alway will

- but. he. is. happy. and. well. Thank you Dr. Attwood for all of your great advice. It has been

and will continue to be a journey, but you help us get our heads on straight at parents.”

Suzanne Amara, “If someone you love has Aspergers, you need this book. Not many books

can truly be called "must-have", but if you have a child with Aspergers, teach a child with

Aspergers or deal in any way with a child with Aspergers, you NEED this book. I find myself

referring so often back to it to help me understand my 5 year old son. I think my favorite part

of this book is that it's positive---it doesn't gloss over the tough parts of life with AS, but it

leaves you feeling the author truly likes and admires those with AS. I have lend this book to all

my son's teachers, my parents and many others. It's amazing how it deals with the big

issues, like school, dealing with changes and socialization, and even helped me understand

little issues like why my son is obsessed with Thomas  the Tank Engine!”

susan sweetman, “A very well written and easy to read book. A very well written and easy to

read book. Not a book for professionals, but written for parents and relatives of somebody who

may have this condition. Gives a good insight as to how the affected individual may feel and



think and also offers solutions to everyday problems experienced by somebody living with an

aspergers sufferer. The book also explains behaviour which to the outsider may appear

inappropriate or unreasonable, but once you have read this book you start to understand how

and why this behaviour occurs. This in turn helps you to look for solutions and to offer support

more easily to the sufferer. Aspergers Syndrome is not an easy condition to live with, either for

the sufferer or the people in contact with them, but a little understanding and insight into the

condition means that the sufferer can be helped to feel less anxious and more supported,

which in turn seems to lessen some of the symptoms. A very worthwhile read for anyone who

has to interact with somebody suffering from this condition.”

T. Hedgecock, “Very good read for a diagnosis of Aspergers. This was one of the main books

that was handed to us at a diagnosis of Aspergers to read. We ordered it and have been

reading it in our family in turns and it explains a great deal of how the many aspects of

Aspergers from young to adulthood. It has been helpful in our diagnosis for our son and

although I never knew why I felt so different to other children growing up, I think I'm dicovering

it now - believe me, if you have an open mind and work hard, you can overcome the many

hurdles in life and be accepted for the person you are.This book arrived in good condition, well

packed and in masses of time”

Suzie, “A Safe Choice. If you are looking for a respectable, straightforward guide to Asperger

Syndrome then you will be happy with Tony Attwood's well written and thoughtful offering. This

book is one of the best sellers on the subject, and has remained popular despite many similar

books continually coming on to the market. It covers diagnosis, social behaviour, language,

interests and routine, motor clumsiness, cognition, sensory sensitivity, and frequently asked

questions, and includes helpful summaries of practical advice at the end of each chapter. It is

easy read but still a very comprehensive introduction, and while it focuses mainly on children, it

can be relevant to adults with the diagnosis too. It's not perfect, but nonetheless I consider this

book to be helpful and sensitive, and if you are the parent of a child with AS and you are only

going to read one book on the subject then this one would be a good choice.”

K L Thompson, “Good book .... recommended !. Very Informative .... must for anyone who has

just had their child diagnosed .... very easy to understand too .”

The book by Daniel Humm has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 309 people have provided feedback.
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